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1. Protest that in evaluatinq protester's proposal agency 
deviated from the stated evaluation criteria is denied where 
the allegedly unstated criteria were reasonably related to 
the stated criteria. 

2. Protest that agency denied protester the opportunity for 
meaningful discussions is denied where the aqency's 
questions led the protester into the areas of its proposal 
with which the aqency was concerned. 

3. Protest challenqing aqency's exclusion of protester's 
proposal from the competitive ranqe is denied where the 
record shows that the agency reasonably found the proposal 
technically unacceptable. 

4. Protest that contractor with prior involvement in the 
program which is the subject of the current procurement 
qained a competitive advantaqe because it knew the Navy's 
cost estimate was erroneous is denied where protester did 
not rely on the estimate, and in any case, there is no 
evidence that, if it had known of the error, the protester 
could have improved its technical proposal sufficiently to 
be competitive with the awardee. 



Wyle Laboratories protests the awara of a contract to Unisys 
Corporation unaer request for proposals (RFP) No. NOO024-89- 
R-3308, issuea by the Department of the Navy for the aesign 
ana aevelopfinent oE the EX-10 SEAL Delivery Vehicle (SDV). 

We aeny tile protest. 

The SalJ is a self-propellea free-flooaea sub,nersi9le vehicle 
for short ranye, s’hallow aepth coasts1 water d7issions. The 
EX-13 version i3 lntenaea as a prdauct i,nprove,nent t0 
replace the version currently in use. Accoraing to the MD, 
the new version is expectea to increase "reliability, 
inaint.3inaPility, proarlciPility, ana availability ana to 
ex?ana the capaDillties in speed, navigation, corn!nunica- 
tlons, renaezvoIls ana aockiny, yaliaance ana control" of :he 
existiny SDV. 

The RFD contemplate0 the aw9r.f of a cost-plus-incentive-fee 
contract for the testing, fabrication ana aeveloplnent of one 
AaJ3ncea Development Yoael (ADM) ana two Engineeriny 
Develop,sent Yoclels (ED?l) ana a complete technical aata 
package far the EX-lI3 SDV grogrdiT\. The initial phase of the 
aagancea aevelopment effort irlcluaes an analysis of the 
Nady's ?rime It&n Development Specifications (PIDS) ana 
evaluation of the overall systejn concept, feasibility, ana 
aaequacy of the contractor's recolnlnenaea preliminary aesign 
to meet performance requirements ana ability of the system 
aocudentation to sup,nort initiation of a aetailea ADY 
aesign. The contractor also will be requirea to aevelop a 
Level II arawing packaye, ana proauce ana aeliJer an AD?I. 
The next phase, engineering aevelopment, requires the 
contractor to aeveiop aetailea aesign aocutnentation ana 
Level III arawings; the contractor also is to fabricate dna 
aeliver two EDMs auriny this phase. After approval of the 
design aocurnentation by the governnent dna completion of the 
faDrication phase, the contractor is to aeliver two ELVIS for 
development ana operational testing. 

The current solicitation is part of an ongoing ayency effort 
to aevelop the EX-10 SDV. iJnaer prior contracts, contrac- 
tors conauctea ,narket surveys on available haraware ana 
createa aesign guiaes which aocumentea component availaoil- 
ity ana applicability to the SDV. Unisys was one of the 
prior contractors for this effort ana, among other t.iinys, 
was askea to review the existing ,naterial on t!he EX-10 
collectea by all the contractors ana compile it into a 
Design History Notebook. 
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The RFP listea the evaluation faCtorS as technical, 
manayement ana cost, with subfactors for each, as follows: 

” a . TECHNICAL. The subfactor of systems Desiyn 
Approach is substantially more important than the subfac- 
tors: System Enqineeriny, and Logistics, which are of equal 
i,nportance. rJnaer the System Design Approach, sub-subfactor 
ADM/EDM Design Approach is significantly more important than 
the other sub-subfactors. Software Development, ana Systeln 
Test ana Evaluation are of equal important?. 

” D . XANAGEMENT. The subfactor of Program Organization 
is suPstantially more inportant than Project ;ulanage;nent and 
?roJect Managelnent is substantially more ilnportant than 
Corporate Resources dnd Corporate Experience, which are of 
equal importance. 

“C. COST. The Estinatea Target Amount subfactor is 
substantially mars important than the Cost Realism 
subfactor." 

Section L of the RFP aescribea in further aetail those areas 
which offerors were to aaaress unaer each evaluation factor 
ana subfactor. The RFP also notifiea offerors that the 
technical approach ana program manageinent factors were of 
equal importance and substantially more i,nportant than cost. 

The RFP was issuea on May 23, 1989, ana, as ainenaea, 
requirea that initial proposals be submittea by October 16. 
Three offerors, including Unisys ana Wyle, responaea to the 
RFP. The technical evaluation review panel ana the 
cost/price evaluation teaIn reviewed the initial offers ana 
incluaed all three in the competitive ranye. Suosequently, 
each offeror was given written aiscussion questions ana 
askea to respond with a best ana final offer (BAFO). After 
the BAFOs were evaluated, Wyle receivea a technical score of 
50.56 ana a management score of 51.99, COtflpared to Unisys's 
scores of 74.45 ana 68.07, and the thira offeror's scores of 
70.15 and 63.65. Wyle was aeterminea ta be technically 
unacceptable ana was excluaea from the competitive ranye. 
The contract award review panel reviewer the scores of the 
remaining two offerors ana aeterminea that Unisys's proposal 
providea the best technical capability at the lowest 
evaluatea cost ana recomnenaea awara to unisys. The source 
selection authority concurrea ana on May 7, 1933, Unisys was 
awaraea a contract at a cost of $37,436,024. 
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FAILURE TO FOLLOW EVALUATION CRITERIA 

Wyle first protests that the Navy usea unannounced evalua- 
tion criteria in evaluating its proposal. wyle specifically 
complains that even though the RFP encouragea the use of 
nondevelopmental items (NDIs), the Navy haa alreaay decidea 
to re]ect proposals that proposed the use of NDIs. Wyle 
further complains that its proposal was aownyradea because 
its leaa team members lackea submersible aesign experience 
ana as a corporation it lacked experience in the aesiyn ana 
development of undersea vehicles, when the RFP did not 
iaentlfy such specific experience as factors to be 
evaluatea. 

The Navy responas that Wyle's proposal was evaluatea ln 
accordance with the criteria statea in the RFP ana was 
ultimately relectea as technically unacceptable because it 
failea to meet the requirements of the RFP in rnany key 
areas. The Navy also asserts that Wyle's proposal was not 
downyraaea for the use of NDIs per se, but only where such 
use aowngraaed the firm's compliancewith operational and 
performance requirements of the SDV. 

Solicitations must inform all offerors of the basis for 
proposal evaluation, ana the evaluation must be basea on the 
factors set forth in the RFP. While agencies are requirea 
to identify the mayor evaluation factors, they are not 
requirea to identify the areas of each factor which might be 
taken into account, proviaea that the uniaentifiea areas are 
reasonably related to or encompasses by the Stated criteria. 
Tiaewater Health Evaluation Center, Inc., B-223635.3, 
NOV. 17, 1986, 86-2 CPD 11 563. 

Yere, we fina that the Navy's evaluation of Wyle's proposal 
was consistent with the statea evaluation criteria. The 
specific submersible aesign experience of the leaa team 
membt?rs was clearly encompassed by the broaa evaluation 
factor "project management," unaer which offerors were 
instructea to proviae the qualifications of the leaa team 
members. In addition, corporate experience in the aesign 
ana aevelopment of unaersea vehicles was clearly encompasses 
by the corporate experience evaluation factor; unaer a 
general experience criterion agencies may consiaer an 
offeror’s experience in the specific area that is the 
sub]ect of the procurement. See ia. -- 

With regara to use of NDIs, the RF? providea as follows: 

"Use of ND1 is the preferred methoa of satisfying 
Operational requirements of the Navy where such 
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use aoes not siynificantly aeqraae the operational 
or performance requirements. 

. . . . . 

"Offerors are encouragea to propose ND1 or partial 
ND1 alternatives to conventional R&D or MIL-SPEC 
proauction haraware or software requirements of 
this solicitation at all levels of the work 
Sreakaown structure (i.e. ena-item, sub-system, 
colnponent, piece part, etc.). All proposea ND1 
alternatives shall oe clearly iaentified In the 
proposal. The intent of the ND1 alternative is to 
prodiae the Navy with effective ana economical 
solutions to its essential operational require- 
rnents. Less than flJl1 compliance with all 
perforknance, technical or operational ooJecti\res 
aoes not preClUae the use of NDI, ana Of fertirS 
shoula propose such ND1 in order for the Navy to 
consiaer technical ana performance traae-offs. 
However, ND1 alternatives that significantly 
aegraae the perfocdance characteristics of the 
contract proauct(s), will not be consiaerea. 
Offerors are requestea to present the cost/benefit 
analysis that sup,ports the intelligent employment 
Of ND1 alternatives." (Elnphasis aaaea.) 

Contrary to Wyle's contention, there is no inaication that 
its proposal was aowngraaea solely because Wyle proposea the 
use of NDIs or that the Navy changea its preference for 
NDIs. Rather, consistent with the ND1 clause in the RFP, 
tne Navy reaucea Wyle's score where the NDIs it proposea, in 
the Navy's view, significantly aeyraar3a compliance with the 
operational ana performance requirements. To the extent 
that Wyle aisagrees with the Navy's assessment of the impact 
Of its proposea NDIs, Wyle is in effect challenging the 
technical evaluation of its proposal. We have reviewea the 
recora in light of Wyle's challenge ana see no basis on 
which to concluae that the evaluation was improper. The 
Navy reasonably founa, for example, that Wyle's proposea 
ballast pump--an NDI-- representea a siynificant aeficiency 
in Wyle's proposal. Our finainys on this point, ana on the 
technical evaluation generally, are aiscussea in aetail 
below. 

DISCUSSIONS 

Wyle next protests that the Navy failea to hola meaningful 
aiscussions with the firm. Wyle asserts that even though 
the Navy askea Wyle questions concerning its proposal, the 
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questions were not specific enough to alert Wyle to the 
Navy's real concerns. 

The Competition in Contracting Act of 1994, 10 IJ.S.C. 
§ 2305(b)(4)(B) (1988)r as implementea by Feaeral Acquisi- 
tion Reyulation 5 15.610(D), requires that written ('7 oral 
aiscussions be hela with all responsible offerors whose 
proposals are in the competitive ranye. For aiscussions to 
be Ineaningful, agencies must point out aeficiencies in 
proposals unless aoing so would result in technical leveling 
or technical transfusion. The requirement fdr ,neaningf,lL 
aiscussions, however, aoes not lnean that agencies are 
obliyatea to afford Offerors all-enCOtnpaSSinq discussions or 
to aiscuss every eleinent of a proposal that receigea less 
than the lrlaxi;nuin possi3le scare. riather, they lnust leaa 
offerors into the areas of their proposals which require 
amplification. Digital Equip. Corp., 68 COmp. Gen. 709 
(1989)r 99-2 CPD !I 260. 

Here, followiny the initial evaluation of proposals, the 
Navy askea Wyle to respond to 39 questions. Wyle aia so and 
in some cases, the Navy was satisfiea with Wyle's response; 
in a number of cases, however, the Navy founa that Wyle's 
responses aia not auequately aaaress its concerns. While 
Wyle argues that overall the Navy's questions were too 
general, Wyle points to four specific areas in whish it 
allegealy was aeniea the opportunity for neaningful 
aiscussions. 

The first area concerns the navigation sensors ana the data 
bus. The Navy askea Wyle to explain the following statement 
in its proposal: "Perhaps the ,na]or factor in high naviga- 
tion system performance is the use of the stanaara aata 
bus. ” The Navy was concernea that this statement inaicatea 
that Wyle aia not unaerstand that navigation system 
performance is a function of navigation sensor perfordance. 
In its response to the question Wyle aia not aiscuss the 
sensors, ana the Navy concluaed that Wyle aia not unaerstana 
their importance. Wyle complains that the question was 
insufficient because the Vavy aia not ask iJyle specifically 
about the sensors. We aisagree. The Navy's concern was not 
with the sensors Wyle offerea but with whether Wyle 
correctly understooa the malor factor of the naviyation 
system's performance; the Navy’s question was aaequate to 
put Wyle on notice of that concern ana to give Wyle the 
opportunity to aaaress it. 

The Navy also askea Wyle to clarify the statement in its 
proposal that I'[t]he power input for the SDV System Computer 
will De 28.5 Vat ana will lneet [the] requirements of MIL-STD 
704D." The question was promptea by the Navy's concern that 
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the SDV voltage output listea by Wyle aia not meet the 
requirements of the pIDS; specifically, it was unclear to 
the Navy whether Wyle unaerstooa that the operatiny ranye 
for all systems was not 29.5 Vat, but that in fact the PIDS 
requirea an extenaea operating ranye of 22 to 35.5 vat. 
While Wyle contends that the question was not specific 
enough because it aia not refer to the PIDS requirement 
explicitly, we fina that the question was sufficient to 
airect Wyle to the area of its proposal that concernea the 
Navy, i.e., the meaniny of Wyle's reference to a voltacJe 
which aia not meet the PIDS requirement. 

The Navy also asked Wyle to explain the basis for its 
cateyorization of the Signal ,Jistribution systeln colnponents 
because it fauna Wyle's aescription indicatea a lack of 
unaerstanainy of the requirements of the PI3S. Accorainy to 
the Navy, Wyle Listea seven components of the siynal 
aistribution system, when in fact only two of those 
components were germane to the system. Wyle complains that 
thi; question was not sufficient to put Wyle on notice of 
the Navy's concerns. The question, however, must be reaa in 
the context of the solicitation. The ?IDS clearly inaicated 
that the SDV includea two Jistinct systems, a siynal 
aistribution System and a power aistribution system. In its 
proposal, however, Wyle classifies all components of the 
signal ana electronics distribution systems, as well as the 
emergency system navigation system, unaer the signal 
aistribution system. Given this obvious difference between 
the system categorization in the PIDS anrj in Wyle's 
proposal, Wyle shoula have been aware of the Navy's concerns 
from the question askea. 

Finally, Wyle proposed to mount VME compatible circuit 
boaras for the Obstacle Avoiaance Sonar (OAS) system on the ' 
SRL computer bus, which is not VME compatible. The Navy 
askea Wyle to describe the interface between the VME 
compatible OAS ana the Dus. The Navy founa that Wyle's 
response did not explain how the Significant incompatibility 
woula be resolvea in the aesign approach. Wyle argues that 
if the Navy haa further questions in this area, it shoula 
have contactea Wyle for clarification. Agencies, however, 
are not requirea to notify offerors of aeficiencies 
remaininy in their proposals or to conauct successive rounds 
of diSCUSSiOnS Until omissions are correctea. Violet Dock 
Port, B-231857.2, Mar. 22, 1989, 89-l CPD !I 292. 
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION 

Wyle alSO argues that the Navy improperly evaluated the 
firm's technical proposal. The evaluation of technical 
proposals is primarily the responsibility of the contracting 
agency; the agency is responsible for aefining its needs ana 
the best Inethoa of accomcnoaatiny theln ana must bear the 
ouraen of any aifficulties arisinq from a defective 
evaluation. qccoraingly, our affice will not tnake an 
inaepenaent deternination of the technical merits. Rather, 
we exami'le the agency's evaluation to ens:lrtt it was 
reasonable ana consistent with the statea evaluation 
criteria. See 3alnon Corp., B-232721, Feo. 3, 1989, 89-l CpD 
ll 113. - 

Here, the Xavy founa 39 aeficiencies in Wyle's initial 
proposal. Followiny aiscussions an3 the submission of 
BAFOs, 13 aeficiencies remainea. While Wyle aisagrees with 
the Navy's evaluation in each area, in our view, Wyle has 
not shown that the Navy actea unreasonably in eliminatiny 
Wyle from the competitive range. 

As a preliminary matter, the Navy asserts that a aeficiency 
in any one oE the 13 areas it iaentifiea woula be sufficient 
to sup,wrt a finaing that Wyle's proposal was technically 
unacceptable. While Wyle's prtitest focuses on its aisagree- 
ment with the Navy's technical evaluation, arguiny that its 
proposal in fact met the requirements of the RFP, Wyle also 
yenerally challenyes the Navy's adaitional contention that 
any one of the technical deficiencies would be sufficient to 
support a finainy of technical unacceptability. Al though we 
have reviewea the evaluation ana Wyle's cominents in all 
13 areas, we need not discuss each aeficiency in aetail; 
rather, we fina that the fi\re aeficiencies aiscussed oelow 
involve siynificant areas of the proposal ana, at a mininum 
when taken together, clearly prOViae a sufficient basis to 
support the Navy's aecision to excluae :\ryle from the 
competitive range. 

Unaerwater Connectors 

In its initial proposal Wyle stated it woula aesiyn ana 
certify underwater connectors per MIL-STD-1399. The Navy 
founa that this was a significant weakness in the proposal 
because connectors aesignea ana certlfiea in accoraance with 
MIL STD-1399 are not suitable for aeep SubrnerqenCe use. The 
Navy therefore askea Wyle, auring aiscussions, to aescribe 
the application of YIL-STD-1399. In its BAFO, Wyle statea 
that MIL-STD-1399 does not cover certification of unaerwater 
connectors ana proposea to use a taiiorea version of another 
military stanaara, MIL-C-24217A, to certify the connectors. 
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The Navy still founa Wyle's proposal unacceptable in this 
regard, however, because MIL-C-24217A precludes the use of 
two features-- aluminum connector shells ana removable 
inserts-- that are required by the PIDS. 

Wyle argues that the evaluation of its proposal on this 
point is unreasonable because it intenaed to use a tailorea 
Jersion of the military stanaara to meet the specifications 
ana its proposal statea it woula fully comply with the 
applicable specifications. Wyle aid not explain how it 
would tailor YIL-C-24217‘~ to meet the requirements of the 
specification, however, dna a blanket offer to comply with 
specifications is not sufficient to establish the accept- 
ability of a proposal. McManus Sec. Sys., 67 Comp. Cen. 531 
(19881, 88-2 CPD ll 68. Consequently, we haqe no basis on 
which to question the Navy's evaluation of Wyle's proposal 
concerniny the connectors, especially in liyht of the fact 
that Wyle initially proposea a totally inapplicable 
stanaara. In reaching this conclusion, we note that in Tab 
A of the comments Wyle submitted in response to the Navy's 
report on the protest, Wyle explainea how it intenaea to 
tailor MIL-C-24217A to meet the specifications. Since this 
information was not incluaea in Wyle's proposal or its BAFO, 
however, it was not available to the agency for evaluation 
purposes and cannot be usea to now fina the agency's 
evaluation unreasonable. 

Power Input 

When evaluating Wyle's initial proposal the Navy also was 
co zernea with the statement that the power input for the 
SDV System computer wOUla be 28.5 Vat ana meet the require- 
rnents of NIL-STD-704D. The Navy questioned whether Wyle 
unaerstooa that the PIDS createa an exception to the 
requirements of MIL-STD-704D ana specifies an extended 
operating ranye of 22 to 35.5 Vat. The Navy therefore askea 
Wyle to clarify the statement. In response, Wyle explainea 
the requirement of NIL-STD-704D for voltage output in the 
22.0 to 29.0 Vat ranqe ana that its system woula be fully 
compliant with this requirement. Wyle further assertea that 
the power supply subsystem performance would support full 
functionality of the system computer as lony as the steaay- 
state input voltage is within the allowable 22.0 to 29.3 
ranye specifies. Basea on this answer the Navy concluaea 
that Wyle would not supply a system that met the require- 
ments of the PIDS for an upper range of 35.5 Vat. While 
Wyle has assertea in its comments on the ayency report that 
its system will meet the 35.5 vat requirement, the fact is 
that Wyle's response to the Navy's question clearly providea 
Only that it woula comply with MIL-STD-704D'S allowable 
range of 22.0 to 29.0 Vat. Thus, we have no basis on which 
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to question the Navy's conclusion that Wyle's proposal on 
this point was technically unacceptable. 

Signal Distribution Systein 

The Navy also founa that Wyle's cateyorization of seven 
components of the signal aistribution systeln when only two 
of those components were germane to the system indicatea 
that Wyle aia not unaerstana the PIDS concerniny the power 
ana signal distrioution systems. The Navy asked Wyle to 
ex2laj.n the basis for the categorization. Wyle responaea 
that the intent of the cateyorization was to identify the 
malor pieces of equipment evaluatea in the construction ana 
aesign of the 28.5 Vat bus ana the electronics signal 
system, which Wyle collectively referrea to as the signal 
aistribution System. From this response the Navy concluacr?a 
that Wyle's proposal was technically unacceptable because 
Wyle dia not inaicate that Wyle unaerstooa that the power 
ana signal aistribution systems were functionally aistinct. 
Wyle argues that the Navy's evaluation here was unreasonable 
because wyle aia in fact understana that the power ana 
signal aistribution systems were aistinct from each other, 
ana its cateyorization of the systems, while aifferent from 
the Navy's, is consistent with inaustcy practice ana 
stanaaras. We are not convincea oy Wyle's argument that the 
Navy's evaluation of Wyle's proposal was unreasonable. 
First, the PIDS clearly broke the systems into the power 
aistribution system --which was comprisea of the propulsion 
aistribution system ana the electronics aistribution 
system-- ana the signal aistrioution system, yet Wyls chose 
to classify the signal and electronics aistribution system 
as well as the emeryency navigation system under the signal 
aistribution system. Further, Wyle's proposal aoes not 
otherwise demonstrate that Wyle knew the two systems were 
separate. 

Ballast Pump 

The Navy also found that Wyle's proposea ballast pump aia 
not represent a viable approach for aevolopment of the 
ballast system. Yore specifically, the Navy founa that 
Wyle's proposea pump was grossly overaesignea for its 
intenaea use ana resulted in significant space ana weight 
penalties. These space ana weight problems were further 
exacerbatea by the acoustic isolation enclosure which 
surrounaea the motor that powerea the pump. In aaaition, 
the Navy was concerned that a reauction of the acoustic 
signature of the ballast pump woula require a significant 
effort during the system aesign and fabrication process. 
Finally, the Navy found that the pump's aischarqe pressure 
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capability was far in excess of the ballast system 
requirements. 

Wyle Complains that its proposea pump is the only ND1 pump 
which complies with the PIDS. Wyle ayrees that the pump is 
large, henry, noisy, ana proauces a high outlet pressure so 
that it is less than an iaeal aesign. Wyle reasons, 
however, that its proposal shoula not have been founa 
technically unacceptable because the pump choice is sublect 
to chanye tnrough the aesiqn process that will ultimately 
aetermine the best pump available. In this reyara, Wyle 
notes that it agreea to perforln traaeoff stuaies to evaluate 
alternate aesign pumps. 

Wyle's analysis aoes not aemonstrate that the Navy's 
evaluation of its proposal on this point is unreasonable. 
Wyle aamits that the pump it selectea is cumbersome, ana 
that the Navy could consiaer the pump unacceptable. While 
Wyle argues it would consiaer usiny an alternative pump, the 
Navy was not requirea to accept the risk that some later- 
proposea aesiqn or pump woula be acceptable. 

Circuit Roara-Bus Interface 

Finally, because the Navy was concerned that Wyle proposed 
to mount VME compatible circuit boaras for the OAS syste!n in 
the SRL computer bus, which is not VME compatible, the Navy 
askea Wyle to aescribe the interface between the circuit 
boaras ana the bus. In response, Wyle statea that the SRL 
system computer confiyuration incluaes a board which 
contains peripherals necessary to proviae a VME similar bus 
connection ana therefore that the OAS circuit aesign will be 
Controlled to assure that the OAS communications interface 
connection is fully compatible with the VYE similar bus. 
The Navy concluaed that Wyle's response aid not inaicate how 
the significant incompatibility oetween the VME compatible 
OAS circuit boards ana the SRL computer bus woula be 
resolvea in the design approach. More specifically, the 
SRL design ana VME aesiyn have significant lnechanical 
aifferences that incluae aifferent connectors ana aifferent 
sizea caras. 

Wyle asserts that it knew that stanaara VME circuit boaras 
could not be used in the SRL computer bus without moaifica- 
tion ana that such aoaifications are not aifficult to 
complete. In its comments on the agency report Wyle now 
fully explains how it intenaea to overcome the incom- 
patibility problems. Wyle's answer to the Navy's question 
auriny discussions, however, simply asserts that the OAS 
communications interface connection will be compatible with 
the VME bus, ana aoes not inaicate how the overall 
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incompatibility will be COrreCted. Accoraingly, the Navy 
had no basis from Wyle's proposal on which to concluae that 
Wyle woula successfully aaaress the problem, or that Wyle 
unaerstooa the issues involved. 

COST ESTIMATY AND COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 

According to Wyle, once the government receivea the 
proposals ana saw the aramatic aifference between the 
government estimate ($18 million) ana the costs proposea by 
Unisys ($37,442,034) ana Dy Wyle ($25,943,242), the Navy 
shouia have known that its estimate was inaccurate ana 
revisea it. Wyl? asserts that it was prejuaicea by the 
Navy's failure to revise the estimate because basea on the 
solicitation's stated preference for NDIs ana the 
$18 million cost estimate, it believea that cost savings 
would be a signif leant factor in the Navy's evaluation ana 
therefore structured its cost proposal to take aavantaye of 
all possible cost savinys, incluainy in some cases, 
aeviatiny from the PIDS to proviae effective alternatives. 

Wyle also argues that basea on its prior involvement in the 
SDV program, Unisys knew 2= :ndisclosea shortcomings in the 
government aesign effort ana, consequently, knew that the 
$18 million government estimate in the RFP was significantly 
understatea. Yyle contenas that Unisys therefore haa a 
competitive aavantage, since it coula structure its proposal 
to respona to the allegealy unaisclosea aesiqn shortcominys, 
ana therefore coula have been rewaraed improperly in the 
technical evaluation for any extra effort it proposea in 
that reyara. 

The Navy responas that the $18 million cost esti,nate in the 
initial RFP was based on information available at the ti,ne 
the RFP was issuea. The Navy agrees that the initial 
estimate was too low ana was revised auriny the procurement 
basea on aaaea work requirements. The Navy reports, 
however, that it aid not inform any of the offerors of the 
revisea estimate. The Navy argues that since Wyle's 
proposea cost is 40 percent greater than the 518 million 
estimate, Wyle aia not rely on the estimate ana thus was not 
preJudicea because the estimate was erroneous. 

In our view, the fact that the estimate in the solicitation 
was erroneous aoes not proviae a basis to sustain the 
protest. To the extent that Wyle contenas that it reliea on 
the government estimate as an inaication that cost savings 
were important, any such conclusion is reasonable only if 
taken in the context of the RFP as a whole. Given that the 
RFP specifies that technical ana manayement factors were 
paramount to cost, no offeror coula reasonably concluae 
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that cost savings were of such importance as to require 
sacrificing significant technical or management capabili- 
ties. At most, the low estimate Could have lea offerors to 
believe that the government was conscious of costs, a 
reasonable conclusion even where, as here, the RFP states 
that technical consiaerations are more important than cost, 
since it is reasonaDle to assume that the government always 
is interested in maximizing the technical benefits it 
receives for the cost it incurs. 

In any e,Jent, there is no inaication that Wyle unauly relied 
on the estimate since its proposea cost is al,nost S9 million 
greater than the esti,nate. Nor aoes Wyle point to any 
specific changes that it coula or woula have maae if it haa 
known that the e.stimate wds wrony that woula have increasea 
Its tzcnnical score sufficiently to overcome Unisys's 
consiaerable technical aavantaqe. In this reyara, since any 
changes to rWyle's proposal Would also increase its costs 
closer to Unisys's, Wyle woula have a substantial buraen to 
meet to Decolne colnpetitive with unisys. Finally, with 
reyara to Unisys's allegea coinpetitive aavantaye, there is 
no inaication that Unisys knew that the estimate was not 
Dasea on the Navy's best review of its req,lire.:.ents, nor 
that the Navy iAnproperly basea Unisys's technical score on 
factors not set out in the RFP. 

The protest is aeniea. 

Janes F. Hinchma; ' 
General Counsel 
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